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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The standard measure-theoretic approach to integration theory 
involves the consideration of a a-algebra of subsets of a given space 
X, and the establishment of a certain type of set function called a 
measure defined on the a-algebra. The integral is then defined relative 
to, and in terms of, the measure. Prior to 1917, it occurred to P. J. 
Daniell that a more direct approach to integration theory results if the 
integral is defined as a continuous, positive linear functional on a 
vector lattice. In 1953, L. H. Loomis gave an outline of this approach 
to integration in An Introduction to Abstract Harmonic Analysis [3]. 
The goal of this thesis is to present a complete and reasonably self-
contained development of basic integration and measure theory utilizing 
the linear functional approach. The work is based, primarily, on the 
above-mentioned rather brief treatment due to Loomis. A knowledge of 
the measure-theoretic approach to integration is assumed, and a suffi­
cient reference for the purpose is Real and Complex Analysis by W. Rudin 
[5]. The notation and terminology will, whenever possible, be close to 
that used by Rudin. 
The Daniell integral is developed in Chapter II by means of 
stages, involving an initial definition followed by an extension pro­
cedure . As a part of the extension procedure, such theorems as 
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Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem and Lebesgue's dominated con­
vergence theorem are proved, and used in the sequel. 
A short discussion of L^-spaces is contained in Chapter III. 
Since proofs of the basic theorems concerning L^-spaces are virtually 
identical for this approach to the integral with those for the measure-
theoretic approach, the theorems are offered without proof. The linear-
functional version of the Radon-Nikodym theorem is stated and proved. 
The method of proof is due to J. von Neumann. 
The remaining chapters are actually specializations of the theory 
of various kinds, useful in applications. An interesting aspect of the 
Daniell approach is that the integral is attained without any reference 
to measure theory, but once the integral is attained, a positive measure 
can be determined in terms of the integral. (This constitutes a direct 
reversal of the process used in the measure-theoretic approach to inte­
gration.) In Chapter IV it is proved that the initial vector lattice 
and the initial Daniell integral can be chosen in such a way that the 
measure induced by the resulting integral is the classical Lebesgue 
measure in Euclidean spaces R . The work here is based partly on a 
discussion in A. E. Taylor, General Theory of Functions and Integration 
[8]. In the final chapter, we restrict attention to integrals that 
result when the initial vector lattice is the class of continuous, real-
valued functions of compact support defined on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space. The principal result is a proof of the Fubini theorem. 
Some particular examples relevant to the Fubini theorem are also included 
in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE DANIELL INTEGRAL 
Section 1: Definition of Integral 
Suppose that L is a vector space (over the real field) of 
bounded, real-valued functions defined on a set X, and that L is closed 
under the formation of fVg = max(f,g) and fAg = min(f,g). Such a space 
will be referred to as a vector lattice of functions on X. Note that 
if we define f + = fVO and f = -(fAO) for any feL, then f+eL and f eL. 
Also, if feL then |f|eL, since |f| = f + + f . 
2.1 Definition; Any real-valued functional I on L which has the 
following three properties is called an integral on L. 
(1) I is linear: I(af+3g) = al(f) + 31(g) for any f,geL and any 
real numbers a,3. 
(2) I is positive: 1(f) > 0 whenever feL and f > 0. 
(3) I is continuous under monotone limits: I(f )4-0 whenever 
n 
f +0 and each f eL. 
n n 
Note: "f 4-0" means that the sequence {f (x)} is (pointwise) monotone 
n n 
decreasing to zero for each xeX. The positivity property (2) and 
linearity imply the following additional property: 
(2f) If f > g and f,geL, then 1(f) > Kg ) . 
Proof: By property (1), I(f-g) = 1(f) - K g ) , and by property 
(2) I(f-g) > 0, since our hypothesis is that f - g > 0. Hence 
1(f) - Kg) > 0, and thus 1(f) > Kg ) . 
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Section 2: Extension of the Integral 
We now wish to extend I to a larger class of functions having all 
the properties of L, and which is also closed under the formation of 
monotone limits of its members. As an example, we can let X be the 
closed interval [0,1], let L be the class of real-valued continuous 
functions on [0,1], and let I be the ordinary Riemann integral. Proper­
ties (1) and (2) are well known, and (3) follows from the fact that on 
a compact space pointwise monotone convergence to zero implies uniform 
convergence (Dini's theorem). The extension of L will then be the 
class of Lebesgue integrable functions on [0,1], and the extended func­
tional I will be the ordinary Lebesgue integral. (This example is a 
motivation for the detailed work done in Chapter IV.) 
We begin by r-xrending I to functions which are limits of monotone 
increasing sequences in L. Let U be the class of limits of all monotone 
increasing sequences of functions in L. Here, we include +°° as a value 
of the limit function so that any monotone increasing sequence of real-
valued functions is considered as convergent. For any feL, the sequence 
{f^} with f = f, n = 1,2,..., is a monotone increasing sequence in L 
with limit f. Hence f eU. We conclude that LCU. Clearly U is closed 
under addition, multiplication by non-negative constants, and the 
lattice operations leading to fVg and fAg. 
We now extend I from L to all of U by defining: 
1(f) = lim I(f ) 
n 
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where each f eL and f +feU, and where +°° is allowed as a possible value 
n n ^ 
for 1(f). It will follow from Lemma 2.2 that this definition of I is 
independent of the particular sequence {f } converging to f. Thus it 
is evident that this new definition leaves I as it was on L (if feL, 
put each f = f). Also, the extended functional I satisfies (1) with 
non-negative scalars. It will also follow from Lemma 2.2 that I satis­
fies (2 f). 
2.2 Lemma: If {f } and {g^} are increasing sequences of func­
tions in L such that f +f and g +g, and if f < g, then lim 1(f) < 
n m n 
n-*» lim K g J . 
Proof: Fix n, and consider the monotone decreasing (non-
m-*» 
increasing) sequence {h } of functions in L given by h = f - g , b
 ^ m to J m n tom' 
m = 1,2,.... Now lim h = f - g < f - g < 0 , since f < f < g. We put 
' ' m n - n _ _ ^ 
, h (x) if h (x)>0 
h+(x) = 1 m 
m
 '0 if h (x)<0 
m 
and note that h^+O since f^  - g^ < g - g^ and g^+g* We may now apply 
property (3) to the sequence {h^} to conclude that I(h*)4-0. Also, since 
h < h + we have, by property (2 1), that I(h ) < I(h+) for each 
m ~ m J J T I T ^ m - m 
m = 1,2,.... We conclude then that 
lim I(h ) < lim I(h+) = 0. 
m m 
That is, lim [I(f )-I(gm)] < 0 or I(fn) < lim K g ^ ) - Bu"t this can be 
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done for each n = 1,2,.... Consequently 
lim I(f ) < Lim Kg ) 
n " m 
and the proof is complete. 
We now show that the extension of I to U by way of 1(f) = 
lim I(f ) where f tf, f eL, is uniquely defined. Let feU and let 
n n n J 
n->°° 
f +f and g+f where {f } and {g } are sequences in L. Since f < f 
we can apply Lemma 2.2 once to conclude that 
lim K f ) < lim K g ^ ) , 
n-*° rrr*00 
and again to conclude that 
lim K g ) < lim I(f ) 
m n 
m - H »
 n - > o o 
Hence we have 
lim I(gm) = lim 1(f) = 1(f). 
This shows that our extension is uniquely defined. 
This extension of I to U satisfies property (2') on all of U for 
let feU and geU with f < g. Then there exist sequences {fn) a^d ig^} in 
L such that f +f a n d S R I ^ S* a n d ^y Lemma 2.2 
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lim I ( f ) < lim Kg ). 
n ~ m 
n-x» m-*» 
Consequently, 1(f) < K g ) . 
2.3 Lemma: If f eU, n = 1,2,..., and f t f , then feU and n 9 9 9 n 
I ( f ) + I ( f ) . 
n 
Proof: For each function f we construct an appropriate defining 
sequence of functions in L: 
f < f < . . . < f < . . . f.ff 
11 - 12 - lj " 9 lj 1 
f < f < » » » < f < » » » f.+f 
21 " 22 ~ " 2j ~ ' 2j 2 
f . < f- < • • • < f . < • • • , f . + f 
nl n2 ~ nj - n} n 
Now let g = fn Vf^ V ••• Vf , for each positive integer n. (Note 
ton In 2n nn r to 
that if the above array of functions is viewed as an infinite-dimensional 
matrix, then g is the lattice maximum of the first n functions in the 
n 
nth column.) By our initial closure assumptions regarding L, each 
g^eL. Clearly (g n) is an increasing sequence. Let k be an arbitrary 
positive integer. Fix k. Now for each n > k we have 
g = f v • • • Vf. V • • • Vf > f. . (1) 
°n In kn nn kn 
This holds for every n > k so that 
lim g > lim f, = f. , &n " kn k 
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But k was an arbitrary positive integer, so it must be the case that 
lim > for every positive integer k 
Hence lim g > lim f, . 
n - H » k - > ° ° 
Also, for each positive integer n, 
gn = f - V Vf < f -V • • • Vf = f . ( 2 ) 
N -LN NN 1 N N 
Thus lim g < lim f . 
_ n " ^ n 
WE conclude, then, that lim g = lim f = f. This shows that f is the 
n n 
n-K>o n - * » 
1 IIRUT function of A MONOTONE increasing sequence of functions in L. 
Now in (1) we have, for fixed k > 1, 
g > f. for every n > k 
n - kn J 
By property (2') we have 
Kg^) > I(f^ ) for every n > k 
Hence lim K g ) > lim I(f. ) = I(f. ) . 
n - kn k 
BUT T H I S can be done for any k > 1. Consequently 
9 
lim Kg ) > lim I(f. ) 
n - , k 
n-*» k-*» 
Thus 
1(f) > lim K f k ) . 
In (2) we have g n < f for each positive integer n. By the 
extension of property (2') to U we have 
K g n ) < K f ) for each n>l 
Thus 1 ( f ) = lim K g ) < lim I(f ). 
n - n We now have 
1(f) < lim I(f ) < 1(f) 
which implies the desired result that 
lim I(f ) = 1 ( f ) . 
n 
Since {f n) is an increasing sequence of functions in U, ( K f ^ ) } is an 
increasing sequence by (2 T). Hence we write 
K f H K f ) . 
n 
This completes the proof. 
10 
We now extend the definition of I to limits of monotone decreas­
ing sequences in L. Note that if f eL and f +f, then -f eL and 
n n n 
(-f )t(-f). With this in mind we define 
n 
-U = {f: -feU}. 
For fe-U we define 1(f) = -I(-f). (Note that if f is also in U, this 
definition agrees with the old one, for f + (-f) = 0 and 1(f) + I(-f) = 
1(0) = 0 so that 1(f) = -I(-f).) 
Clearly -U has properties analogous to those of U. That is, -U 
is closed under monotone decreasing limits, the lattice operations, 
addition, multiplication by non-negative constants, and I on -U has 
properties (1) and (2 f). Note, also, that if ge-U, heU, and g < h, then 
h-geU and 
1(h) - Kg) = I(h-g) > 0. 
2.4 Definition: A function f mapping X into the extended real 
line R1U{-oo,+00} is svmmable (I-summable) if and only if for every e > 0 
there exist functions ge-U and heU such that g < f < h, 1(g) < 0 0, 
1(h) < °°, and 1(h) - Kg) < e. 
If f is summable, we see that 
inf {1(h) : heU, h>f} = sup {1(g) : ge-U, g<f} 
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and we define 1(f) to be this common value. We will let L 1 (or L^ "(i)) 
denote the class of all summable functions. Note that if feU and 
1(f) < °°, then feL1 and the new definition of 1(f) agrees with the old. 
2.5 Theorem: The extension of I is an integral on L^. 
Proof: Let f^jf^eL1, and let e > 0 be given. By definition of 
L 1 there exist functions g, ,g0e-U and h. ,h_eU such that g. < f. < h. 
&1 & 2 1' 2 ei - I - I 
and I(h^) - I(g^) < ^  i = 1,2. Let * denote any one of the operations 
V, A, +. We have at once that 
e ftg < f *f < h *h . (1) fel fe2 - 1 2 - 1 2 K J 
I n addition, it is true that 
. ) - (g{;:g2) < i h ± - ^ + (h2-g2)- ( 2 ) 
Suppose, for instance, that * denotes V. Then inequality (2) is 
equivalent to the inequality 
(h1Vh2) - (h 1+h 2) < (g1Vg2) - (g x+g 2). ( 3 ) 
If a and 3 are any real numbers, it is easily verified that 
(a+3) - (aV3) = aA3. 
Thus (3) is equivalent to the inequality 
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-(h1Ah2) < -( g lAg 2), 
which is true by (1) with * used as A. Thus (2) is true when * denotes 
V. A similar argument applies if * denotes A, and if * denotes + , 
equality holds in (2). Thus (2) is valid in all cases. 
Therefore 
K h^h 2) - i ( g l *g 2 ) < K h ^ ) + Kh 2 -g 2 ) 
< — + — = £ . 
2 2 
This shows that f^'f^L1. That is, f^rf, f i V f 2 ' a n d f l A f 2 a r e a 1 1 i n 
L \ Since I is additive on U we have 
|l(f1+f2)-I(f1)-I(f2)| = |l(f 1+f 2 )-I(h 1+h 2 )+I(h 1 )+I(h 2 )-I(f 1 )-I(f 2)| 
< |l(f 1+f 2)-I(h 1+h 2)| + |l(h1)-I(f1)| 
+ | l(h 2 ) - I(f 2)| < £ + | + | = 2e. 
But £ > 0 was arbitrary. Hence we conclude that Kf^+fg) = I(f ) + I(f ). 
Now let feL^ ", and let c be any positive scalar. There exist 
functions g and h such that ge-U, h£U , g < f < h, and 1(h) - Kg) < — . 
Then cg£-U, ch£U, eg < cf < ch, and Ken) - Keg) = c[I(h)-I(g)] < 
£ 1 1 
c — = £. This shows that cf£L whenever c > 0. Clearly, cfeL if c = 0. 
c 
Note that, for c < 0, the roles of eg and ch will be reversed, and a 
proof similar to that for c > 0 establishes that cfeL^. We now conclude 
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t ha t I i s l i n e a r on L 1 . That i s , p r o p e r t y ( 1 ) o f D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 i s 
s a t i s f i e d on L 1 . 
I f f e L 1 and f > 0 , then any s u i t a b l e heU i n the d e f i n i t i o n o f L 1 
i s such t h a t 0 < f < h , and by p r o p e r t y ( 2 ' ) on U, we have 1 ( h ) > 0 . 
Hence 1 ( f ) = i n f { 1 ( h ) : heU, h > f } > 0 . Th is p r o v e s p r o p e r t y ( 2 ) o f 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 on L 1 . P r o p e r t y ( 3 ) o f D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 i s a c o n s e q u e n c e 
o f t he f o l l o w i n g more g e n e r a l t heo rem. 
2 . 6 Theorem. ( L e b e s g u e ' s Monotone Convergence Theorem) : I f 
f e L 1 ( n = 0 , l , 2 , . . . ) , f + f , and l i m I ( f ) < ~ , then f e L 1 and I ( f ) + I ( f ) . 
n n n n 
n-*» 
P r o o f : F i r s t we c o n s i d e r the s p e c i a l c a s e f o r which f = 0 . 
r
 o 
Put 
F = f - f . (n=l,2,.. . ) , 
n n n-1 
and note t ha t F eL 1, F > 0, and F ->0 as n-*". Let e > 0 b e g i v e n . By 
n n ~ n 
d e f i n i t i o n o f a summable f u n c t i o n we can c h o o s e f u n c t i o n s h eU such 
n 
t ha t 0 < F < h and I(h ) - I(F ) < — ( n = l , 2 , . . . ) . S i n c e f = 0 , 
_ n _ n n n o 
we see t ha t 
n n 
f = I F. < I h . ( 1 ) 
n i . * * _ i i=l i=l 
and 
I Kh ) < I [ 1 ( F ) + < 1(f) + e . ( 2 ) 
1=1 i = l 2 
1 4 
n 0 0 
Now put h = lim £ h. = £ h.. By Lemma 2.3 it follows that heU and 
n-*» i=l i=l 
n n 
K I h.)fl(h). By the linearity of I we see that £ Kh.)fl(h). Thus 
i=l i=l 1 
there is an integer N > 0 such that 
N 
1(h) - I I(h.) < e 
i=l 
and by (2) 
N 
1(h) < I I(hi) + e < I(fN) + 2e i=l 
Since f.T is a summable function, there is a function ge-U such that N 
g < fx_ and I(f,T) - 1(g) < e. Taking limits in (1) shows that f < h. 
N N 
THUS 
g < f „ < f < h 
and 
1(h) - Kg) = [I(h)-I(fN)] + [I(fN)-I(g)] < 2e + e = 3e. 
It follows that feL1 and that I(f )+I(f). 
n 
The general case may now be handled by applying the above argu­
ment to the sequence {f -f }. Since (f -f )Mf-f ) 9 and the initial 
n o n o o 
function in this sequence is identically zero, we have shown that 
(f-f )eL1 and I(f -f )tl(f-f ). Since f eL 1 and L 1 is linear, we have 
o n o o o 
15 
feL1 and I(fn)+I(f). This completes the proof. 
Note that analogous assertions can be made concerning limits of 
monotone decreasing sequences in L-*-. If f^ L-*- (n=0,l,...) and f^fj 
then -f^L 1 (n=0,l,...) and (-f )+(-f). If it is the case that 
lim I(-f ) < + 0 0 (that is, if lim I(f ) > - 0 0 ) , then by the monotone 
n n J 
n-*» n-*» 
convergence theorem -feL1 and I(-fn)+I(-f). By linearity, this asserts 
that feL1 and I(fn)4-I(f). (In particular, I has property (3) of Defi­
nition 2.1 on L1.) 
At this point one might wonder if the hypotheses (fi^eL^and 
(not necessarily monotonically) imply that I(cJ> )-»-I(cJ>). That this is 
not the case is shown by considering the following counterexample. For 
n = 1,2,..., we define 
n sin nx, 0 < x < — 
- - n 
(p (x) = 
n 
IT 
, — < X < IT . 
n 
Note that ^(x) converges to zero for every xe[0 , 7 r ] . Thus I(<j>) = 
1(0) = 0. (Here, we take I to be the ordinary Riemann integral, 
X = [0,1], and L as the class of continuous functions on [0,1].) But, 
for each n, 
TT_ 7T_ 
n n 
I(<j>n) = / n sin nx dx = [-cos nx]^ = 2. 
Hence we have 
16 
lim I(<f> ) = 2 t I(4>). 
n 
The requirement of monotonicity may be replaced, however. (See 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in the following section.) 
Section 3: The Baire Functions 
In Section 2 we extended I to the set of limits of certain types 
of monotone sequences. We now consider the problem of extending I to a 
space which contains L and which is closed under the operation of taking 
monotone limits. 
2.7 Definition: A class of real-valued functions is said to be 
a monotone class if it is closed under the operations of taking monotone 
increasing and monotone decreasing limits of sequences in the class. 
2.8 Definition: The Baire functions are the members of the 
smallest monotone class containing the vector lattice L. We denote the 
class of Baire functions by B. 
2.9 Theorem: B is closed under addition, scalar multiplication, 
and the lattice operations. 
Proof: For any feB9 let M(f) be the set of all functions, gzB 
such that f+g, fVg, and fAg are in B. For any monotone sequence {g } 
of members of M(f), the sequences {f+g }, (fVg }, and {fAg } are mono-
n n n 
tone sequences in B. If g^gj then f+g, fVg, and fAg are in B since B 
is a monotone class. Thus geAf(f). This shows that A/(f) is a monotone 
class. Let h be any member of L. If feL, then f+h, fVh, and fAh are 
in LCB. 'Thus heM(f). We conclude, if feL, that M(f) is a monotone 
class containing L and hence BClM(f). But by definition of M(f)9 
17 
M(f)CZB. Hence Af(f) = B if feL. More generally, suppose feB. Then 
for every heL, feM(h), since M(h) - B. But clearly feM(h) if and only 
if heAf(f). Hence LCAf(f), and it follows as before that Af(f) = B. 
That is, for any f and g in B, f+g, fVg, and fAg are in B. 
Let M be the class of all feB for which cfeB for every real c. 
For any monotone sequence {f } of members of M, i-s a monotone 
sequence in B, as is {cf } for any real number c. Let f = lim f . 
n
 n-x» 
Since B is a monotone class feB and cfeB. But c was an arbitrary real 
number, and hence we conclude that feAf and, thus, that M is a monotone 
class. Now if feLCZB., we have cfeLc^B, since L is a linear space. This 
shows that if feL then feB and cfeB for every real c. Thus fzMa and 
hCZM. We now have that M is a monotone class including L, from which 
we conclude that BCZM. But MCZB by definition of M. Hence M - B and 
cfeB for any feB and any real number c. This completes the proof. 
For any class C of functions we let C+ denote the class of all 
non-negative functions in C. 
2.10 Definition: A function f is said to be L-bounded if there 
exists some geL+ such that |f| < g. A family F of functions is called 
L-monotone if whenever (f } is a sequence of L-bounded functions in F3 
and f tf or f If, then fei^ . n n 
2.11 Lemma: If feB, then there exists geU such that f < g. 
Proof: Let T be the class of all feB for which there is some 
geU such that f < g. Let {f } be a monotone sequence of members of Ty 
and let { g } be a monotone sequence of members of U such that f < g , &n ^ n ''n 
n = 1,2,.... (That the sequence {g } can be chosen monotone is seen 
18 
by first choosing a sequence {hn} in U such that f^  < h n, n = 1,2,... . 
Now put g = h_V ••• Vh for each n.) Then r & n 1 n 
f = lim f < lim g^ = g. 
and geU by Lemma 2.3. Thus feT. This shows that T is a monotone class 
If heLCB., then |h|eLCU and h < |h|. This implies that he:T, and we 
conclude that TDL. That is, T is a monotone class including L. Hence 
BCT. But by the definition of T it is true that TCZB. Thus T = B, 
and the proof is complete. 
2.12 Lemma: The smallest monotone class containing L + is B +. 
Proof: Let A/(L+) denote the smallest monotone class containing 
+ + + 
L . Since B is a monotone class containing L , it is clear that 
M(L +) d B+. 
Now let M be any monotone class including L +, and define 
C = { f : f e B , f + e M } . 
Suppose {f ) is a monotone sequence in C with limit f. Then each 
+ + 
so that feB, and {fn} is a monotone sequence in M with limit f . Since 
M is a monotone class, f+eAf and, therefore, feC. This shows that C is a 
monotone class. If geL, then geB and g eL CAf, so that gzC. Thus CDL 
and hence CDB3 since B = Af(L). We conclude that B = C, and thus that 
19 
B+ = C+ = {f : feB +, fzM}dM. 
+ . + 
In particular, M(L ) is a monotone class including L . Consequently 
B + C M ( L + ) . 
Therefore B+ = M(L +). 
2.13 Theorem: The smallest L-monotone class containing L + is 
B + . 
Proof: Let C be this smallest class, and let g be an arbitrary 
but fixed member' o x L + . Put 
M = {f : feB +, fAgeC}. 
If {f ) is a monotone sequence in M3 then {f^Ag} is a monotone sequence 
of L-bounded functions in C since for each n, I f Agl = f Ag < geL+. 
n n 
Since C is an L-monotone class, f Ag-*fAgeC, and hence f -HreAf. Thus M 
+ + + 
is a monotone class. If feL C B , then fAgeL Cl C, and hence feM. Thus 
+ + 
M is a monotone class including L . Hence M~Z)B by Lemma 2.12. Since 
+ + + 
M CZB by definition of M3 we conclude that M - B . Thus if feB and 
f < g, then f = fAgeC; that is, C contains every L-bounded function in 
B+. Now let f be any member of B+, and choose geU (by Lemma 2.11) such 
that f < g. There exist functions g eL+ such that g +g. Then each 
_ t > t > n
 &n to fAg eC by virtue of being an L-bounded member of B +. Also, (fAg )tf. 
n n 
Thus fAg = feC, since C is an L-monotone class. We have proved that 
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S + C C . Since B + is itself an L-monotone class containing L +, and since 
C is the smallest such, it follows that B + = C. This completes the 
proof. 
We now replace L 1 by iA f] B. That is, from now on a function is 
not considered summable unless it satisfies Definition 2.4 and is also 
a Baire function. This restriction to Baire functions is entirely a 
matter of convenience. It avoids the necessity of various "measure 
zero" arguments in proofs such as that of the Fubini theorem. 
2.14 Theorem: feL^ if and only if feB and |f| < g for some 
Tl geL . 
Proof: If fell"*" then feB by our convention. In addition, 
jf | eL.\ so that the condition that |f | < g for some geL1 is satisfied by 
taking g = |f|. Suppose that feB and |f| < g for some geL^. Put 
M = {h : heB+, hAgeL1}. 
We see at once that M is a monotone class. For, if {h } is a monotone 
n 
sequence in M with limit h, then {h^Ag} is a monotone sequence in L 1 
with limit hAg. Since lim I(h Ag) < 1(g) < +00, the monotone convergence 
theorem guarantees that hAgeL1. Clearly heB , since each h^eB . This 
shows that heAf, and hence that M is a monotone class. 
Now if heL+ then h e B + n L 1 . Thus hAgeL1 and hence heAf. We now 
have L + CZ M. Consequently M is a monotone class containing L + and, 
therefore, M contains B + (the minimal monotone class including L + ) . 
But M C B + by the definition of M. Hence we conclude that Af = B +. 
Thus f = fAgeL^ -, and the proof is complete. 
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In what follows, the notation "lim" denotes "lim inf." 
n-*» 
2.15 Lemma. (Fatou's Lemma): Let {f } be a sequence of non-
n 
negative functions in L 1. If lim I(f ) < +00, then lim f is in L 1 and 6
 n n 
I(lim f ) < lim I(f ). 
n ~ n 
Proof: Let g^ = f^Af^A ••• Af . Then (g n) is a sequence of 
non-negative functions in L 1 which decreases to g = inf f . Thus g 4-g © to n °n 
n 
and i(gn) > 0. The monotone convergence theorem guarantees that geL1. 
(See the remark following Theorem 2.6.) Put 
h. = inf f . k - n 
n>k 
Then "th.^} is a sequence of non-negative functions in L 1 which increases 
to lim f . Since h, < f for each n such that n > k, we have 
n k - n -
I(h, ) < I(f ) for each n such that n > k. K n 
Thus 
Kh. ) < inf K f ) , 
k
 " n>k n 
and 
lim I(h, ) < lim inf I(f ) = lim I(f ) < +«> 
i & ~ . . n n k->°° k->°° n>k 
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Hence by Theorem 2.6, lim h, eL1—that is, lim f eL 1—and 
Klim f ) = I (lim h, ) = lim I(h. ) < lim I(f ) 
n . k , k n 
This completes the proof. 
2.16 Theorem. (Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem): If 
(f n) is a sequence of functions in such that 
i ) |f I ^ g (n=l,2,...) for some function geL1, and 
n 
ii) f = lim f , 
n 
n-*» 
then 
1(f) = lim I(f ). 
n 
Proof: Since - 1 < If I < g, we have 0 < g + f for all positive 
integers n. Also |g+f^ [ < 2geL^ - for all n. Now {g+f^} is a sequence of 
non-negative functions in L 1, and 0 < g + f < 2g. Consequently 
0 = 1 ( 0 ) < Kg+f n) < K2g) = 21(g) < 
for each positive integer n. Therefore lim I(g+f ) < +00. Noting that 
lim (g+f ) = lim(g+f ) = g + f, we apply Fatou's lemma to deduce that 
• n n 
g+f e L 1 and 
I(g+f) < lim I (g+f ) = Kg) + lim 1(f) 
— — n n 
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Hence 
1(f) < lim I(f ). 
- n 
Since the functions g-f are also non-negative members of L 1, we again 
n 
use Fatou's lemma which asserts that 
I(g-f) < lim Kg-f ) = Kg) + lim K-f ) = Kg) - lim 1(f) 
- n n n 
where "lim" denotes "lim sup." Hence 
lim I(f ) < 1(f) 
n 
We now have 
1(f) < lim I(f ) < lim I(f ) < 1(f) 
- n - n 
Hence 
lim I(f ) = lim I(f ) = lim I(f ) = 1(f). 
n n n 
This completes the proof, 
We now extend I to any function in S + by putting 1(f) = +00 if 
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2.17 Definition: A function feB is declared integrable if 
either its positive part f + = fVO, or its negative part f = -(fAO), is 
summable. For any integrable function feB we define 1(f) = I(f +) -
I ( f ' ) . 
Note that +°° and -°° are possible values of 1(f). Also, a func-
tion f is summable if and only if both f and f are summable. Thus f 
is summable if and only if f is integrable and I(|f|) < +°°. 
2.18 Theorem: If f is any integrable function, then |l(f)| < 
«l*l>. 
Proof: If f is integrable but not summable, I(|f|) = +» and the 
result is immediate. If f is summable, then 
|l(f)| = |l(f+)-I(f'")| < I(f+) + I(f-) = I(|f|) 
since I(f+) and I(f ) are non-negative real numbers. 
2.19 Theorem: (a) If f and g are integrable, then f + g is 
integrable and I(f+g) = 1(f) + K g ) , provided that 1(f) and Kg) are 
not oppositely infinite. 
(b) If f is integrable (n=l ,2 , 3 , . . . ) , K f ^ > -°° and f +f» 
then f is integrable and I(f )+I(f). 
n 
Proof of (a): If f and g are both summable, the desired result 
is already guaranteed by Theorem 2.5. Since all other cases can be 
handled similarly, we shall give a proof for only one of the possible 
situations. Suppose that geL1 and f is integrable with 1(f) = +°°. In 
this case we must have I(f+) = +°° while I(f ) < +°°. Note that 
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(f+g) = - [ ( f + g ) A O ] < - C(fAO) + (gAO)] = f + g . 
Therefore 
l((f+g)") < I ( f ' ) + Kg") < +», 
and f + g is integrable. 
Now 1(f) + 1(g) = +°°, and 
Kf+g) = l((f+g)+) - l((f+g)") 
where l((f+g) ) < +00. If we assume that l((f+g)+) < +°°, then f + g is 
summable as is (f+g) - g = f, giving a contradiction. We conclude, 
then, that l((f+g)+) = +». Thus I(f+g) = +», and it follows that 
Kf+g) = 1(f) + Kg) . 
Part (b) is a simple extension of Theorem 2.6. 
Section 4: Equivalence and Measurability 
In this section we shall show that I generates a positive measure 
on X. Also, some results regarding null sets and null functions will 
be discussed. 
2.20 Definition: If A C X , we define the characteristic func­
tion of A by 
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0, 
1, 
xeA . 
xeA 
2.21 Definition: A subset A of X is an integrable set if and 
only if <\>^B. 
(Note that <f>^e£ implies that <J>^  is integrable since <\>^ = 0eL~.) 
2.22 Definition: We define the set function y by y(A) = K<j>^ ) 
for each integrable set A. 
Note that y(<f>) = 1(0) = 0. We shall see presently that y is, in fact, 
a positive measure. 
2.23 Theorem: If A and B are integrable sets, then so are the 
sets A U B , A flB, and A-B. 
Proof: The result follows at once by observing that 
Remark: If A and B are integrable sets with ACB,then <\> < <\> , and 
A D 
thus y(A) < y(B). The set function y is monotone, 
2.2M- Theorem: If {A } is a sequence of pairwise-disjoint 
AUB 
=
 W * A ( 1 B = W a n d *A-B = *A " *A fl B' 
integrable sets, and if A = [_J A , then A is integrable and 
n=l n 
0 0 
y(A) = I y(A ). 
i Li n=l 
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P r o o f : Put E 1 = A l t E 2 = A ^ A ^ . . . , E n = A j l M j U U ^ 
. . . . Note t h a t E . i s i n t e g r a b l e , t h a t E . C . E . f o r any p o s i t i v e 
i n t e g e r j , and t h a t U E . = A . Thus $ < , and <}>„ +<}>.. Now i f 
3 = 1 3 3 + 1 3 
l i m I(<f>E ) < +°°» t h e n K<J>E ) < + 0 0 f o r each j = 1 , 2 , . . . , and hence each 
j
~ i j j i 
<J)^  eL . Hence t h e monotone convergence theorem a s s e r t s t h a t <J>AeL and 
3 
I((J>E ) t l (<j>^) . That i s , A i s i n t e g r a b l e ( i n f a c t , summable ) , and 
3 
I 
j - x » j j - x »
 n = l n 
y(A) = I ( * A ) = l i m I ( * E ) = l i m J I ( * A ) 
= I K * A ) = I y ( A n ) . . 
n = l n n = l 
On t h e o t h e r hand, i f l i m I(<f>E ) = +°°» then t o each M > 0 t h e r e 
j - * 3 0 3 
c o r r e s p o n d s an i n t e g e r N > 0 such t h a t 
I(<f> ) > I I ( * ) = I(<f> ) > M 
n = l n j 
whenever j > N. We c o n c l u d e , t h e n , t h a t 
u ( A ) = I y(A ) = +«. 
n = l 
( C l e a r l y , A i s i n t e g r a b l e s i n c e <J>A i s t h e l i m i t o f a monotone sequence 
i n B , and <{>" = O e L 1 . ) T h i s c o m p l e t e s t h e p r o o f . 
2 . 2 5 C o r o l l a r y : u i s a p o s i t i v e measure . 
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2.26 Definition: If A is an integrable set and u(A) < °°, then 
A will be called a summable set. If the space X is a summable set, the 
integral I is said to be bounded. 
We shall now further restrict L by adding a hypothesis used by 
Stone [7], namely, that 
feL => (fAl)eL. 
Note that this hypothesis immediately implies that fV(-l)eL whenever 
feL. To deduce this, note that if 
feL, then -feL, (-f)AleL, -(-fAl)eL 
and --(-fAl) = fV(--i). Furthermore, these properties are preserved 
through the extension, so that feB fAleB. 
2.27 Theorem: If feB., and a > 0, then A = {x : f(x) > a} is an 
integrable set. If feL1, then the set A is summable. 
Proof: Let feB., and let a > 0 be given. For each positive 
integer n, we define 
f = [n(f-fAa)]Al. 
n 
Since feB,, (~)fe£ and (i-)fAleB. Thus ct[(^)fAl] = fAaeB. Also 
n(f-fAa)eB, since B is a linear space. Hence we conclude that fne-B 
for each n = 1,2,.... Now if x^A, then f(x) < a, in which case 
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f (x) = 0. But if xeA, then f(x) > a and f (x) = [n(f(x)-a)]A1. Since 
n n 
f(x) - a > 0 we let N be the largest integer less than or equal to 
l/(f(x)-a). Then f (x) = 1 for each n > N + 1, and lim f (x) = 1. 
n->°° 
This shows that f +d>„ . Hence <J>«e£, and A is integrable. 
n A A 
Note that, if xeA, we have f(x) > a and hence f+(x) > a and 
f
 ^ > 1 = <J>.(x). If x^A, <K(x) = 0 and 0 < f and thus for any x 
whatsoever 
0 < <K(x) < f ( X ) 
A - a 
If feL1, then (f+/a)eL1. Thus ^ ^ L 1 by Theorem 2.14 and, hence, 
y(A) = I(<J>A) < +°°- This shows that A is summable, and the proof is 
complete. 
2.28 Theorem. If f > 0, and A = {x : f(x) > a} is integrable 
for every a > 0, then feB + . 
Proof: Given 6 > 1, let 
A = {x : 6 < f(x) < 5 } 
m -
5 5 for every integer m. Let <f>m be the characteristic function of A , and 
let 
N
 g 
f. = lim T 5 l6 . 
N-*» m=-N 
Since A 6 = {x : f(x) > 6™} - (x : f(x) > 5 m + 1 } , we see that A 6 is 
m m 
30 
6 + 
N
 A f, „ = I 6V 6,N L .T Tm 
' m=-N 
are in B + for each N = 1,2,..., and {f^ ^ } is a monotone increasing 
+ + 
sequence of functions in B . Since B is a monotone class, 
f. = lim f
 f X TeB +. Since the above can be done for any 6 > 1, we o
 >T o ,N J 
choose a suitable sequence {6 } such that 6 *1 (say 6 = (n+l)/n). 
^ n n n 
Then f. +f and since each f. eB +, we conclude that feB+. The proof is 
n n 
complete. 
2.29 Corollary: If feS + and p > 0, then f PeS +. 
Proof: Since i 1 0, then f p > a > 0 if and only if f > a P. Let 
1 
A = { x : fp(x) > a} = {x : f(x) > a P}. 
1 
Since feB and a P > 0, A is integrable by Theorem 2.27. Therefore 
{x : fP(x) > a} is integrable for every a > 0. Hence f PeB + by Theorem 
2.28. 
2.30 Corollary: If feB+ and geB +, then fgeB+. 
Proof: Note that fg = [(f+g)2-(f-g)2]/4. The result follows 
from this identity. 
2.31 Corollary: If feB+, then 1(f) = / fdy, where y is the 
X 
measure induced by I and the integral is that of the standard measure 
approach to integration. 
integrable for each integer m and, therefore, that <i>m^B for each 
integer m. Hence the linear combinations 
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Proof: For fzB+, let f r be defined as in the proof of the 
o 
theorem. Then f < f < 6f , and I(fJ < 1(f) < 6I(f J. But 
N 
I(f J = I (lim f. ..) = lim I(f ) = lim I ( £ fiV) N-*» » n-*» ' N+° m=-N 
N N 
= lim I 6mi(cj)6) = lim T 6my(A6) = / f.dy. 
m m o N-*»
 m=_N N-*» m=-N X Consequently, 
/ f dy < 1(f) < 6/ f dy. X S 
We see then that / fdy and 1(f) are both finite or else both are X 
infinite. If 1(f) = / fdy = +°° there is nothing more to prove. Other-X 
wise, we have 
0 < 1(f) - / f.dy < (6-1) / f.dy < (6-1) 1(f). X 6 X 6 " 
Since 6 was an arbitrary number greater than 1, we consider a sequence 
{6 } of numbers such that 6 4-1, and note that 
n n 
0 < 1(f) - lim / f. dy < lim(6 -l)I(f) = 0. 
6 _ n 
n-*-°° X n n-*» 
This shows that 1(f) = / fdy, and completes the proof. 
X 
We now direct our attention to some results concerning null 
functions and null sets so that we shall be able to talk about equiva-
p 
lent functions and L -spaces. 
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2.32 Definition: A function f is said to be null if and only 
if feB and I(|f|) = 0 . A set A is a null set (set of measure zero) if 
its characteristic function <j>^  is a null funct ion, that is , A is a null 
set if A is integrable and its measure is zero. 
Some important facts about null functions and null sets are con­
tained in the following theorem. 
2.33 Theorem: (a) If g is a null function, and f is any function 
in B such that |f| < |g|, then f is a null function. 
(b) Any integrable subset of a null set is null. 
(c) A countable union of null sets is a null set. 
(d) Let E be an integrable set, and let f = +°° • <f>£ (that is, 
f(x) = +«> if xeE and f(x) = 0 if xeE c). Then feL1 if and only if E is 
a null set, and in this case 1(f) = 0 . 
(e) If geL1, then {x : |g(x)| = +°°} is a null set. 
Proof of (a): If 0 < |f| < |g|, then 1 ( 0 ) < I(|f|) < K | g | ) . 
But 1 ( 0 ) = 0 and, since g is a null function, I(|g|) = 0 . Hence we have 
I(|f|) = 0 . Hence f is a null function. 
Proof of (b): Let N be a null set, and suppose E is an integrable 
subset of N. Then <f>N is a null function, <t>Ee£j and 0 < <j>E < <j>N. By (a) 
cf> is a null function. Thus E is a null set. hi 
Proof of (c): Suppose {A } is a sequence of null sets. Let 
n 
A = M A and E = M A. . Note that <t> = c|>A V • • • V<t> . It follows 
n n n i=i 1 bn A i An 
that <j>£ eL 1. In addition, 0 < <f>£ < 4 > A + • • • + <f>^  , and 
n n i n 
0 < I(4>E ) < I ( 4 > A ) + ••• + I(* A ) = 0 . 
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Since <f>E w e n a v e that ^ E L 1 and I(<f>£ ) + T(<{>A)j by the monotone con-
n n 
vergence theorem. But I(4>£ ) = 0 for each n, and thus we must have 
n 
I(<f>A) = 0. Therefore A is a null set. 
Proof of (d): We define f = for each positive integer n. 
n ii 
Note that f +f = +°° • <j)_. If E is a null set, then I(f ) = I ( n | r ) = 
n E n E 
n • 0 = 0 for each n and, therefore, lim I(f) = 0<+°°. Hence by 
n J 
n-x» 
Theorem 2.6 we have that feL1 and 1(f) = lim I(f ) = 0. Conversely, if 1 1 n_H3° 11 i i fEL then 2feL and f = 2f. Hence 1(f) = 21(f) and I(|f|) = 1(f) = 0. 
Since 0 < <(>E < f where fy-^zB (since E is integrable), and f is a null 
function, we apply (a) to conclude that (f)^  is a null function, and hence 
that E is a nuil set. 
Proof of (e): Given geL 1, let E = {x : |g(x)| = +°°}. Put 
h = +o • <j> and note that — I g 14-h and that if— Igl) = — I(|g|)+0. E n 1 1 n^ 1 1 J n 1 1 
:Ihen, by the extension of Theorem 2.6 mentioned after that theorem, we 
have heL" and 1(h) - u. Therefore E is a null set, by (d). This com­
pletes the proof. 
The following theorem provides a different method of determining 
whether or not a function in B is null. 
2.34 Theorem: A function feB is null if and only if 
{x : f(x) 4 0^" is a null set. 
Proof: Let A = {x : f(x) \ 0}, and suppose that f is null. 
Then n|f[ is null for each positive integer n since I(n|f|) = nl(|f|) = 
0, Also n f Al = n|f|Al < n|f|. Hence n|f|Al is a null function for 
each positive integer n. If xeA, then |f(x)| \ 0, and thus there exists 
a positive integer N such that n|f(x)| > 1 whenever n > N. That is, 
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if xeA, then lim (n|f |Al)(x) = 1. Clearly, if x$A, then f(x) = 0, 
n-*» 
(n|f|Al)(x) = 0 for all n, and hence lim (n|f|Al)(x) = 0. This shows 
n-*» 
that lim (n|f |A1) = 4>A> Thus <J>^  is a Baire function and 
I(|<t>A|) = I(4> ) = lim I(n|f|Al) = lim 0 = 0. 
Hence <J>A is a null function, and thus A is a null set. 
Now suppose A is a null set. Then +°° • ^  is a null function by 
Theorem 2.33(d). But 0 < |f | < +°° • <f>A and hence f is also a null func­
tion. This completes the proof. 
2.35 Definition: Two functions f and g are said to be equivalent 
if and only if f - g is a null function. 
This equivalence relation partitions L 1 into equivalence classes. 
The following theorem shows that I is constant on the functions of any 
such equivalence class. 
2.36 Theorem: If f and g are equivalent members of L 1, then 
K f ) = K g ) . 
Proof: Since f and g are equivalent members of L 1, we apply 
Theorem 2.18 and the definition of equivalent functions to write 
0 < |l(f ) -Kg) | = | K f - g ) | < K | f - g | ) = 0. 
Hence 1(f) = K g ) . 
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We now consider a problem that has been intentionally overlooked 
until now. Since summable functions may assume the values +» and -*», 
we see that for f,gelA, f+g is not defined on the set where f and g are 
oppositely infinite. In light of Theorem 2 . 3 3 ( e ) , however, we see that 
this "problem" is no problem at a l l since i t only occurs on a set of 
measure zero. Two standard ways of handling this situation are as 
follows: 
1 ) Restrict the convergence theorems to almost everywhere con-
vergenoe (pointwise convergence except on a null set ) , and simply do 
not worry about the function on the null set in question since i t wil l 
have no effect whatsoever on the integral. 
2) If a function f assumes infinite values on a null set N, 
agree to replace f by another member of the equivalence class contain-
A
 c 
mg f—say, the function f that is equal to f on N and is zero on N. 
In preparing to define measurable sets and functions, we note 
that X may not i tsel f be an integrable set. Let us assume, then, that 
X = [_J X , where {X } is a disjoint (possibly uncountable) family of 
a 
integrable sets with the property that every integrable set is included 
in an at most countable union of the sets X . 
a 
2.37 Definition: ( i ) A set E is measurable i f and only i f the 
sets E f\ X^ are a l l integrable. 
( i i ) A function is measurable if and only if i ts restriction to 
X is integrable for each ex. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
L P -SPACES AND THE RADQN-NIKODYM THEOREM 
S e c t i o n 1 : L P - S p a c e s 
For t h e sake o f c o m p l e t e n e s s we s h a l l o u t l i n e h e r e some b a s i c 
f a c t s about L p - s p a c e s . The p r o o f s are s tandard and may be f o u n d , f o r 
e x a m p l e , in Rudin [ 5 ] . For s i m p l i c i t y we r e s t r i c t a t t e n t i o n t o t h e 
r e a l L p - s p a c e s . 
3 . 1 D e f i n i t i o n : For 1 < p < °° , l e t 
L p = { f : f e B , | f p e L 1 } . 
3 . 2 Minkowski 1 s I n e q u a l i t y : I f f , g e L p ( w i t h p such t h a t 
1 < p < » ) , then f + g e L p and 
1 1 1 
( l ( | f + g | P ) ) P < ( K | f | P ) ) P + ( K | g | P ) ) P • 
The f u n c t i o n II • || d e f i n e d on L p by 
II lip 
f||p * ( K | f | P ) ) P 
i s a seminorm on L p , s i n c e |o||p = 0 , ||<*f|| = |ot| ||f for any s c a l a r a. 
and | | f+g| | < ||f||p + ||g|| whenever f , g e L p ( M i n k o w s k i ' s i n e q u a l i t y ) . 
S ince ||f|| = 0 i m p l i e s o n l y t h a t f i s a n u l l f u n c t i o n and no t 
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necessarily the zero function, H'llp is a seminorm, not a norm. Equipped 
with this seminorm, iP is a seminormed linear space over the real field. 
In the study of Lp-spaces, it is customary to introduce the quotient 
space iP/Nj where N is the subspace of null functions in L P. The ele­
ments of iP /N are the equivalence classes in L P induced by the equiva­
lence relation ~ defined by f~g if and only if f-g is a null function. 
If we let f denote the element of L^/N which contains f, then the map-
ping f -> ||f||p is well defined, and provides a norm on the quotient space, 
which is then a normed linear space. Following the usual custom, it is 
convenient to use L P to denote this normed linear space. This involves 
an abuse of notation which, however, seldom causes any real difficulty. 
It is necessary to bear in mind that the elements of L P are not func­
tions, but equivalence classes of functions. 
3.3 Theorem: The normed linear space L P is complete in the 
sense that if {f } is a sequence in iP, such that lim ||f -f || = 0 , 
n ^ ' _ 11 m n"p ' 
then there exists fzl? such that lim||f -f|| = 0. Thus iP is a complete 
11
 n "p e 
normed linear space, or a Banach space, 
3.4 Theorem: L is a dense subset of L P, if 1 < p < 00. 
3.5 Definition: If the product fgeL1, we define the scalar 
product (inner product) of f and g by 
(f,g) = I(fg). 
2 2 1 3.6 Schwarz Inequality: If feL and geL , then fgeL and 
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I(f»g)| < l|f|l2l|g|l2. 
2 
The complete normed linear space L is of special importance since there 
exists an inner product which induces the norm in the sense that 
(f,f) - f 
The real Banach space L is an important example of a HiUbert space. 
Hilbert spaces are discussed in Rudin [5], Chapter 4, from an axiomatic 
2 . 
point of view, and the space real L is just one very important example 
of a real Hilbert space» The following fundamental result on Hilbert 
spaces is important in the proof to be used for the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem. 
3.7 Theorem (Riesz-Frechet representation theorem in Hilbert 
spaces): Let H be a Hilbert space, and let F : H + R 1 be a linear 
functional on H bounded in the sense that 
sup { F(x)| : ||x|j < 1} < 00. 
Then there exists a unique element yeH such that 
F(x) = (x,y) for all xeH. 
This result, which holds also for complex-valued bounded linear func­
tions on H, is proved in Rudin [5], page 80. We shall use it only for 
2 
the special case H = L . 
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0 0 
The Banach space L is also frequently used in analysis. A 
measurable function f is called essentially bounded if and only if 
there exists a real number k such that |f(x)| < k almost everywhere [I]. 
0 0 
The symbol L denotes the collection of all essentially bounded func­
tions, and the mapping f ||f|[^  defined by 
||f|| = l n f ^ : l f ^ x H - ^  almost everywhere [I]} 
0 0 0 0 
is a seminorm on L . The quotient space L /N can be proved to be a 
0 0 
Banach space, also customarily designated by L . 
Section 2: The Radon-Nikodym Theorem 
We now consider our original vector lattice L as a normed linear 
space under the uniform norm ||f || = ||f || . Since the LP-spaces are very 
much dependent upon the integral, we shall write L P(I), L P(J), and so 
forth, when more than one integral is being used. 
3.8 Definition: A linear functional F is bounded if and only if 
sup { | F(x) | : ||x || < 1} < «. 
The norm of a bounded linear functional F is defined by 
||F|| = sup { |F(x)| : ||x|| < 1}. 
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3.9 Theorem: Every bounded linear functional on L may be 
expressed as the difference of two bounded positive linear functionals, 
Proof: Let F be the given bounded linear1 functional. For each 
feL+, we define 
F +(f) = sup (F(g) : 0 < g < f>. 
Note that F+(f) > 0 since g = 0 is one permissible choice of g, and 
F+(f) = sup {F(g) : 0 < g < f} > F(0) = 0. In addition, 
|F+(f)| = F+(f) < sup (||F|| • g : 0 < g < f} = ||F|| • f < ||F|| • ||f||, 
where the last inequality holds almost everywhere [I]. Clearly 
F (cf) = cF (f) if c > 0. Consider now a pair of functions f^ ,f E L . 
If g^ and g 2 are such that 0 < g < f 1 and 0 < g 2 < f^ s then 
0
 -
 g l + g 2 - f l + f 2 ' a n d h e n c e 
F +(f x+f 2) > F +( g l+g 2) = sup (F(h) : 0 < h < g x + g 2) 
> F( g l+g 2) = F( g l) + F(g 2). 
Since the above inequalities hold for any g^ and g 2 such that 
0 < g 1 < f and 0 < g 2 < f 2, we conclude that 
4 1 
F +(f 1+f 2) > sup {F( g l) : 0 < g l < f1> + sup {F(g2> : 0 < g 2 < 
= F +(f 1) + F +(f 2). 
On the other hand, if 0 < g < f + f 2, then 0 < f 1 A g < f and 
0 5 g • ^  A g < f^, and consequently 
F +(f 1+f 2) = sup{F(g) : 0 < g < f± + f2> 
= sup{F(g+f1Ag-f1Ag) : 0 < g < f + f2> 
< sup{F(f,Ag) : 0 < g i f, + fJ 
J. • ± z 
+ supiF'Cg-fjAg) : 0 < g < f± + f2> 
< sup{F(h) : 0 < h < f } + sup{F(h) : 0 < h < f2> 
= F +(f 1) + F +(f 2). 
We now have shown that 
F +(f x) + F +(f 2) < F +(f 1 +f 2) < F +(f 1) + F +(f 2), 
which asserts that 
F +(f 1+f 2) = F +(f 1) + F +(f 2). 
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Thus F i s a d d i t i v e on n o n - n e g a t i v e f u n c t i o n s . We now ex tend F t o any 
f e L by d e f i n i n g 
F + ( f ) = F + ( f + ) - F + ( f " ) . 
The f u n c t i o n a l F + i s bounded, s i n c e 
| F + ( f ) | < F + ( f + ) + F + ( f " ) = F + ( | f | ) < | |F | | • | | f | | 
a l m o s t everywhere [ I ] . 
Now l e t F " ( f ) = F + ( f ) - F ( f ) . S i n c e F + ( f ) > F ( f ) whenever f > 0 , 
we s ee t h a t F ( f ) > 0 whenever f > 0. A l s o , F i s a bounded f u n c t i o n a l , 
+ + -
s i n c e b o t h F and F a r e bounded. Hence we have t h a t F and F a r e 
bounded p o s i t i v e l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s and 
F = F + - F". 
T h i s c o m p l e t e s t h e p r o o f . 
3 . 1 0 D e f i n i t i o n : An i n t e g r a l J i s absolutely continuous w i t h 
r e s p e c t t o an i n t e g r a l I (denoted J << I ) i f and o n l y i f e v e r y I - n u l l 
s e t i s a l s o J - n u l l . 
3 . 1 1 Theorem (Radon-Nikodym Theorem): I f t h e bounded i n t e g r a l 
J i s a b s o l u t e l y c o n t i n u o u s w i t h r e s p e c t t o t h e bounded i n t e g r a l I , then 
t h e r e e x i s t s an I - u n i q u e , I-summable f u n c t i o n fQ such t h a t ffQ i s 
I-summable and 
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J(f) = K f f 0 ) for every feL1(J). 
it it 
(To say that f^  is I-unique means that ^Q J ^ Q a r e I-equivalent if fg is 
another such function.) 
Proof: Consider the bounded integral K = I + J, and the real 
2 2 
Hilbert space L (K). If feL (K), then by the Schwarz inequality 
K(|f |) = K(|f |-1) < || f ||2 ||l||2 < oo, 
and hence feL1(K). Note that 
|J(f)| 1 J(|f |) i K(|f |) < 1 f ||2 ||l||2 < -
2 2 
whenever feL (K). Thus J is a bounded linear functional on L (K). By 
2 
Theorem 3 . 7 there exists a unique geL (K) such that 
J(f) = (f,g) = K(fg) for each feL2(K). (1) 
Clearly g is non-negative almost everywhere [K], since J and K are 
positive linear functionals. By consecutive applications of (1) we see 
that 
J(f) = K(fg) = I(fg) + J(fg) 
= I(fg) + K(fg2) 
= I(fg) + I(fg2) + J(fg2) 
= I(fg) + I(fg2) + K(fg3) 
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= I (Kfg 1))* J(fgn). 
i=l\ / 
Now let E = {x : g(x) > 1}. Then, with f = <|> , it follows that 
J(*E) = ^ ( i ^ g 1 ) ] + J(<J>Egn). (2) 
Since <J>E < <t>Egn, J ^ £ ) ^ J(<t>Egn)- By this fact, and (2), it follows 
that 
n 
I K^pg 1) = 0 
i=l 
In particular, 
0 < I((f.E) < K<t>Eg) = 0, 
and consequently E is an I-null set. Since J is absolutely continuous 
with respect to I, E is also a J-null set. Therefore 0 < g < 1 almost 
everywhere with respect to J. Thus fgn4-0 almost everywhere [J] whenever 
f > 0, Since feL^CJ), the monotone convergence theorem asserts that 
J(fgn) i 0. (3) 
Since I is linear, the expansion 
J(f) = I (Kfg 1))* J(fgn) 
i=l v 
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may also be written in the form 
n 
J(f) = I(f I g 1) + J(fgn) 
i=l 
for each positive integer n. Therefore, by the monotone convergence 
theorem, 
J(f) = lim [I(f I g 1) + J(fgn)] = I(ff ) 
n-*» i=l 
r i 1 
where f = I g . Taking f = 1, we see that fQeL (I). Also 
i=l 
f - y i = e 
0 1 - g ' 
and hence 
fo 
g
 "
 1 + f
 0 ' 
Since g is unique modulo K-null functions, we see that f^ is unique [I]. 
Since J(f) = KffQ) for each feL2(K), then, in particular, J(f) = KffQ) 
for each feL. Hence the integrals are also identical on L^CJ), and the 
proof is complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXISTENCE OF LEBESGUE MEASURE IN R k 
In this chapter we shall show that if the original domain space 
k 
X is taken to be k-dimensional Euclidean space R , and if we choose 
the initial vector lattice L and the Daniell integral I in the appro­
priate way, then the Daniell method leads to the classical Legesgue 
integral, and to Lebesgue measure on R . We begin by developing an 
appropriate vector lattice, and defining an integral on the vector 
lattice. 
k 1 
4.1 Definition: For any function f : R ->R let N(f) = 
{x : xeR , f(x)=fO}. The support of f is defined to be N(f), the closure 
of N(f). Whenever N(f) is a compact set, we say that f has compact 
support. 
We shall agree to let Cc(X) denote the class of all continuous 
real-valued functions on X having compact supports. We define 
I : C (Rk)->R1 as follows: for any feC (R k), let 
c c 
1(f) = / f(x)dx, 
E 
where E is any compact interval containing N(f) and the integral is the 
Riemann integral. It is easy to see that Cc(R ) is a vector lattice. 
Also, Stone's axiom (page 28) is satisfied here since, if feCc(R ) and 
g = lAf, then g is continuous and N(g) = N(f), and hence geC (R ). We 
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now check to see whether we have, in fact, defined a Daniell integral 
k r 
on the vector lattice C (R ). Clearly 1(f) = / f(x)dx is independent 
C
 E 
of the compact interval E containing N(f), since, for instance, if E 
and F are compact intervals containing N(f), then f(x) = 0 for each 
xe(Ef)F)C, and 
/ f(x)dx = / f(x)dx 
E E DT 
= / f(x)dx 
FDE 
If r,geCc(Rk), ot&R1, fteR1, and E is 
and N(gg), then 
+ / f(x)dx = / f(x)dx 
E-F EOF 
+ / f(x)dx = / f(x)dx. 
F-E F 
a compact interval containing N(af) 
I(af+3g) = / (af+3g)dx = a / f(x)dx + 3 / g(x)dx 
E E E 
= a l ( f ) + 3 K g ) . 
Thus the linearity of I is ensured by virtue of the linearity properties 
of the Riemann integral. The fact that I is a positive linear functional 
is also an immediate consequence of the properties of the Riemann lute­
in 
gral. Suppose that f^eC^R ) for each positive integer n, and suppose 
that fn+0« Let E^ be a compact interval containing N(f^). Since 
f. > f n > ••• > f > ••• > 0, it is clear that E n also contains N(f ) 1 ~ 2 ~ - n ~ 1 n 
for each positive integer n. Now on E. each f = 0 . On E_, {f } is a r
 I n I n 
monotone sequence of continuous functions mapping the compact set E^ 
into R 1, By Dini's theorem (see, for example, Rudin [ 4 ] , p. 136), 
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f^ -K) uniformly on E ^ . Hence 
lim I(f ) = lim / f (x)dx = / lim f (x)dx = / Odx = 0 . 
n n n 
n+co
 N - « ° E E n+« E 
This shows that I is a Daniell integral. 
By the theory developed in Chapter II, I induces a class L 1 of 
summable functions, a class F of measurable functions, a class S of 
measurable subsets of R , and a positive measure u on 5 . (In regard to 
the discussion of measurability, we shall soon observe that in this 
k k particular application the space (R ,5,u) is a-finite. That is, R can 
be written as a countable union of summable [u] sets X .) The measure 
n 
k 
space (R ,5,u) is a complete measure space for if NsS with u(N) = 0, and 
if ACN, then cf>A < <j> , and thus 0 < I((|> ) < K<t>N) = P<N) = 0 , and 
1(4) ) - 0. Therefore, heS and y(A) = 0. 
We shall let M denote the class of sets in R which are measurable 
in the sense of Lebesgue, and we shall denote the Lebesgue measure func­
tion by m. A function which is summable in the Lebesgue sense is called 
L-summable. Sets or functions which are measurable in the Lebesgue 
sense will be referred to as L-measurable. For facts about the basic 
Lebesgue measure space (R ,Af,m) reference may be made to Rudin [5], 
it 
Chapter 2. In the following theorem, R denotes the extended real line, 
and I denotes the extended Daniell integral for the particular example 
with which we are working. 
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4.2 Theorem: (a) A function f : R ->R is I-summable if and 
only if it is L-summable. If f is I-summable (or L-summable) then 
1(f) = / f dm. 
(b) The classes S and M are the same, and the measures u and m 
are the same. 
(c) A function f is I-measurable if and only if it is L-
measurable. 
Since the proof of this theorem is rather lengthy, we consider 
the proof in a number of steps. 
Step 1: If E Is a finite open interval (k-cell) in R , then EeS and y(E) = m(E). 
Proof: To prove this assertion, we shall exhibit a sequence 
]^  
If } in C (R ) such that f td>_. Then the monotone convergence theorem 
n c n b 
can be applied to obtain the desired result. We construct {f } as r r
 n 
follows. Let the interval E be the set of all points (x^,...,x^)eR 
such that a. < x. < i = l,...,k. Let e be the length of the shortest i i i 
edge of E; that is, 
e = min {3.-a. : i = l,2,...,k} 
i i 
For any xeR , let 
d(x,EC) = inf {|x-y|} 
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c c c denote the distance from x to E . Note that d(x,E ) = 0 if xeE . Also, 
for each xeR , 0 < d(x,E ) < . For each positive integer n, let 
f (x) = 1 A 2 E . d(x,Ec) (xeRk). 
n e 
If k = 1, E is an open interval on the real line, and e is the length of 
the interval. The graph of a typical f for this case is shown below. 
d(x,EC) 
Figure 1. Graph of f for the case k = 1 
1 ( k >\ Clearly f^L [in particular, f eC (R )J for each positive integer n, 
f +<j>r, and lim I(f ) < °°. By the monotone convergence theorem, <breL?~ n LJ n Jtj 
and lim I(f ) = I(<J>V) = y(E). This shows that EeS. Also, since each f 
is continuous, the Lebesgue integral / f dm agrees with the Riemann 
Rk n 
integral 1(f), and the monotone convergence theorem as in the measure 
approach to integration (see Rudin [5])implies that 
m (E) = / (j^ dm = li™ / f dm = lim I(f ) = y(E). 
n-x» 
n 
We have shown that EeS and y(E) = m(E) for each finite open interval E 
m R c This completes Step 1. 
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As a result of Step 1, we see that if A is any bounded set in S3 
then u(A) < °°. (There is some finite open interval E containing A, and 
hence u(A) < u(E) < °°.) Since R can be written as a countable union of 
bounded sets, it clearly follows that the measure space ( R ,<S,u) is 
a-finite. 
Step 2: If f is I-summable, then f is L-summable and 1(f) = 
/ f dm. 
Proof: Suppose, first, that heUflL , where U is the closure of 
C C ( R ) under the formation of limits of monotone increasing sequences 
k 1 
in C C ( R ), and L is the final class of summable functions relative to 
k I (or M). Then mere exists a sequence {h } in C (R ) such that h th 
n c n 
and I(h )-KI(h) < 00. Since each h is continuous, the Lebesgue integral 
n n 
of h^ is equal to the Riemann integral of h^, and we infer by the mono­
tone convergence theorem for Lebesgue integrals that h is L-summable and 
/ h dm = 1(h). 
Now suppose that feL (that is, that f is I-summable). From the 
definition of L 1, there is a sequence {h } °f functions in U H L 1 and an 
heL1 such that h 4-h, h > f, I(h )4-I(h), and 1(h) = 1(f). By the pre-
n n 
ceding paragraph, it follows that h is L-summable and 1(h) = / h dm. 
R K 
If we can show that f(x) = h(x) almost everywhere [m], then we can con­
clude that f is L-summable and 1(f) = / f dm. Since f < h and 
1(f) = K h ) , we see that 
Rk 
0 < I(lh-fl) = Kh-f) = 1(h) - 1(f) = 0. 
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This shows that f(x) = h(x) almost everywhere [y]. Note that m << y 
(m is absolutely continuous with respect to y) since, if Ee£ with y(E) = 
0 , then (fj-eL1 and by the first part of this paragraph there is a func-
La 
tion h which is L-summable and such that <J>_ < h and / h dm = I(<J> ) = 
b
 Rk L 
y(E) = 0 . Thus E C{x : h(x) ^  0 } = N(h). But m(N(h)) = 0 . Since the 
measure space (R ,M,m) is complete, we conclude that EeM and m(E) = 0 . 
Now since m << y and y({x : f(x) ^  h(x)}) = 0 , then 
({x : f(x) + h(x)}) = 0 . m 
Tnis shows that ±{x) - h(x) almost everywhere [m], and thus that f is 
L-summable and I(f) = / f dm for any feL1. This concludes the proof of 
R k 
Step 2. 
Step 3: SCM and y(E) = m(E) for each Ee£. 
Proof: Let EeS. If y(E) < +°°, the result follows from Step 2 , 
by taking f = <)>£. Suppose that y(E) = +°°. Since the measure space 
o 
k k I f (R ,S,\x) is a-finite, we can write R = [^J X , where X.DX. - <J> when-
n=l n 1 oo 
ever i + j, and y(X ) < +°° for each n = 1,2, Then E = \_) (Ef\A ) 
n
 N n=l n 
and u(E , O x ) < +°° for each n. If F.T = li (E OX ), then is I-summable 
n=l N 
for each N. Hence Step 2 implies that <J>p is L-summable and I(<f>_ ) = 
N N 
/ <b dm; that is, y(F ) = m(F.T). Since F_CF_C and lim F.T = E, 
£ *T N JN 1 Z . T JN RK JJ N->« 
then EeAf and 
y(E) = lim y(F ) = lim m(F ) = m(E) 
N N 
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by a standard continuity theorem for positive measures. (See, for 
example, Rudin [5], p. 16.) 
Step 4: If EeAf and m(E) < +», then EzS and y(E) = m(E). 
Proof: We shall demonstrate this in several parts. Note that 
we already have the result when E is a finite open interval in R (or, 
synonymously, an open k-cell). 
Part 1: Suppose E = E ^ U E j , where E^ and are finite open 
k-cells. If E1DE2 = then <t>E = <t>E + <f>E . Otherwise E 1 D E 2 is 
another open k-cell and 
Hence cf>E is a linear combination of members of L 1, and hence <$>^zL^~, and 
y(E) = I ( ( j > E ) = I((f)E ) + I(<j>E ) - I(4>E n E ) 
= y(E1) + y(E2) - yCE^Eg) 
= m(E1) + m(E2) - m l E ^ E ^ = m(E) 
Part 2: Using induction, we extend the result of Part 1 to any 
finite union of open k-cells. As the induction hypothesis, we assume 
that if 0 = 0^ U 0n U UO where each 0. is an open k-cell, then 1 2 n l r 
OeS and u(0) = m(0) . Let E = E^{J E^\J • • • U E N U E N + I ' where each E.^  
is an open k-cell. Write E = F U E n + 1 » where F = E 1 U E 2 U ••• U E^. 
Then y(F) = m(F) by hypothesis, and 
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*E = *F + *E ' *Ff)E / 
n+1 n+1 
Note that 
F n E N + 1 = ( E l n E N + 1 ) u (E2 n E N + 1 ) u • • • u <EO n E N + 1 ) , 
a union of n open k-cells to which our induction hypothesis applies. 
Hence <J)_eL\ since is a linear combination of members of L 1. More-
hi hi 
over, 
M(E) = I(<|> ) ^  i(<|>) r Iv<|> ) - K < P F N E ) 
n+1 n+1 
= M(F) + y(E ) - M(FOE n + 1) 
^ m(F) + m(E . ) - m(FOE _ ) = m(F UE _ ) = m(E) 
n+1 n+1 n+1 
This shows that if E is any finite union of open k-cells, then EZS and 
y(E) = m(E). 
0 0 
Part 3: Next, suppose that E = { J E . 9 a countable union of open 
n 1=1 1 
k-celis, where m(E) < +«. Put F = 1/ E.. By Part 2 , each F ZS and 
' n >-% I J ' n 
1 = 1
 1 y(F ) = m(F ). Since <)>_ +<J>P where each <j>r eL and n n r hi h 
n n 
lim I(<(> ) = lim u(F ) = lim m(F ) = m(E) < +«, 
n^-°° n n-*» n-*°° 
we may apply the monotone convergence theorem to conclude that ^ E L 1 and 
I(<j>E) = lim I(<j>F ). That is, EZS and y(E) = m(E). 
n-*» n 
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Part 4: Suppose that EzM and m(E) < +°°. For each positive 
oo 
integer n, let {E .}. be a countable collection of open k-cells such 
n i 1 = 1 
that E d [ J E . , and let these open coverings be such that if F = 
. ., m n 
oo
 1 = ] _ 
{ J E . , then F n D F n + 1 > m ( F 1 ) < + 0 0> a n d l i m m(^Fu) = m ( £ ) - (That such i=l n-x» 
open coverings exist is a well-known property of Lebesgue measure 
0 0 
spaces.) Put F = F = j O ( U E . ) • By Part 3, each F zS and y(F ) = 
' n ' , v T n i n n 
n=l n l 
m(F ). Since m(F. ) < +°° and F )F . , a continuity theorem for positive 
n 1 n—* n+1 - r 
measures asserts that 
lim m(F ) = m(F). 
n 
n-x» 
Also, y(F^) = m(F ) < +°°, and the same applies to the positive measure 
y. That is, 
lim y(F ) = y(F). 
n 
n-x» 
But y(F ) = m(F ) for each n. It must be the case, then, that 
n n ' 
lim y(F ) = lim m(F ) 
n n 
which asserts that 
y(F) = m(F). 
We also know that E C F for each n. Consequently ECF = fJF . By our 
initial choice of coverings lim m(F ) = m(E). Since we have shown that 
n 
n - K o 
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lim m (F ) = m ( F ) , it follows that m ( E ) = m ( F ) . Since E C F , then 
n-*» 
F = E U ( F - E ) , and m ( F ) = m ( E ) + m ( F - E ). Hence it follows that m ( F - E ) = 0. 
Let E = F - E , and note that the beginning of the proof of Part 4 
applies to E , yielding a measurable set F such that E C F and y ( F ) = 
m ( F ) = m ( E ) = 0. Thus E C F and y ( F ) = 0. Hence E E S and P ( E ) = 0, 
since y is a complete measure. That is, F-Ee5 and y ( F - E ) = 0. Hence 
E E S , since E = F - ( F - E ) . Since F = E U ( F - E ) , it follows that 
y ( F ) = y (E ) + y ( F - E ) = y ( E ) . 
now have 
y(E) = M(F) = m ( F ) = m ( E ) . 
This proves that, wnenever EeM and m ( E ) < +°°, then EeS and y ( E ) = m ( E ) . 
This completes the proof of Step 4. 
Step 5: If f is L-summable, then f is I-summable and 1(f) = 
/ f dm. 
Proof: Suppose, first, that f is L-summable and f > 0. Let 
be a sequence of functions such that f +f and each f is summable and a 
^ n n 
simple function in the L-sense. That is, 
r 
n 
n ^ ni^E ni' 
where the a^.= 's are real constants and the E .'s are L-summable sets. 
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Each E . eAf, and m(E .) < +°°. By Step 4, each E .zS and 
u(E . ) = m(E .)<+«. 
K
 ni ni 
This shows that each f is I-summable and simple relative to u. For 
n 
n > 1, we have f e L 1 and 
- n 
r r 
i=l ni i=l ni 
r r 
n n 
= y a .u (E . ) = y a .m(E . ) = / f dm. 
,
L
n m
K
 ni , L n ni ni i v n i=l i=l R K 
The monotone convergence theorem yields the desired result that f e L 1 
and 
1(f) = / f dm. 
R k 
Now suppose that f is an arbitrary L-summable function. Write 
f = f + - f . The above argument applies to each of f + > 0 and f > 0 
Hence f = f + - f e L 1, and 
1(f) = I(f+) - I(f ) = / f+dm - / f dm 
R k R k 
= / (f+-f )dm = / f dm, 
R k R k 
This completes the proof of Step 5 . 
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Steps 2 and 5 yield the proof of assertion (a). Steps 3 and 4 
almost prove assertion (b). To complete the proof of (b), we now prove 
that if EEM and m(E) = +00, then EES and y(E) = +». Since the measure 
0 0 
k k I l 
space (R ,A/,m) is a-finite, we can write R = [__J X , such that 
n=l n 
X. D X. = $ whenever i 4 j, each X EM, and m(X ) < +°°. By Step 4, each i ' 3 J n n j v * 
X ES, and y(X ) = m(X ). That is- if {X } is a decomposition of R 
n ' n n ' n * 
guaranteed by the a-finiteness of (R
 9M3m) 9 then the same decomposition 
satisfies the a-finiteness property of (R ,£,y). Now, for any EE.M with 
m(E) = +» 9 we have 
m vE; ^ m(Ef)R ) = I mlEflX ) 
I y(Ef)X ) = y(EHR k) = y(E). 
n=l 
The above calculation can be carried out since the sets {EflX } are 
n=l 
pairwise disjoint members of M with mtEDX^) < +°°. We have E E S 3 and 
y(E) = m(E) = +°°. This completes the proof of (b). Assertion (c) is 
a consequence of what has already been proved and the structure of the 
space R . If f is summable, the result is already assured by (a). 
The general result for f measurable is attained by considering the 
restrictions of f to X . 
n 
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CHAPTER V 
INTEGRATION ON LOCALLY COMPACT HAUSDORFF 
SPACES AND THE FUBINI THEOREM 
We specialize our considerations now to Daniell integrals on 
vector lattices in which the original domain space X is a locally com­
pact Hausdorff space, and L is the space C c(X). The main goal here is 
to obtain the Fubini theorem by a linear-functional approach. 
5.1 Lemma: If f eL = C (X) and f 4-0, then f 4-0 uniformly. 
n c n n J 
Proof: Let E > 0 be given. We define 
C - Ix : xeX, f (x) > e}. 
n n 
Since f has compact support, N(f ) = {x : xeX, f (x) ^  0} is a com-
n n n 
pact set., Thus C is a closed subset of a compact set, and hence C 
n n 
is compact.. New since f (xHO for all xeX, we conclude that / jC = $ r
 n ' 1 ' n 
n 
It is true, then, that C.T = $ for some N, and hence C = $ for all 
' N n 
n > N. (This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6 in Rudin [5] 
and the fact that C n 3 ) ^ n + j _ ^ o r e a c h positive integer n.) Thus 
f < e for n = N.N+1.... . 
This shows that fn+0 uniformly, and the proof is complete. 
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Notation: We shall write L to denote the set of functions in L 
c 
which vanish outside the set C. Recall that L + denotes the set of non-
negative functions in L. 
5.2 Lemma: A positive linear functional is bounded on 
whenever C is compact. 
Proof: Choose geL+ such that g > 1 on C. Now if feL » 
|f I £ II-^11 oo s i - n c e f ^ s continuous. By multiplying inequalities, we see 
that | f | < g|| f || . Hence 
Kf)I < K | f | ) < I(g||f|L) = Kg) • ||f|L, 
and hence 
l| < Kg) on L . 
But 1(g) = M < +°°, and hence I is bounded on L . 
5.3 Theorem: Every positive linear functional on L = Cc(X) is 
an integral. 
Proof: Let I be a positive linear functional on C (X). We need 
c 
to show that I(f )+0 whenever f 4-0 and each f eC (X). If f eC (X) and 
n n n c n c 
f +0, then f +0 by Lemma 5.1. Let C be the compact set N(f.). Then 
f^eL^ and, furthermore, ^ n £ L i c f° r each positive integer n. By Lemma 
5.2, I is bounded on L . If M is a bound for I on L , then 9
 c c 
I(f ) < M f , n = 1,2,... . 
n n 0 0 
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But J|f 11^ +0, and thus I(f )+0. Thus I is an integral. The proof is 
complete. 
Notation: If X and Y are locally compact Hausdorff spaces, and 
I and J are positive linear functionals on Cc(X) and C c(Y), respec­
tively, then for any feC^XxY), the notation I^f(x,y) indicates that y 
is thought of as fixed, in which case f(x,y) is a function of x alone 
which is acted upon by the linear functional I. Similarly, we write 
Jyf(x,y) when appropriate. (The notation X x Y is, as usual, used to 
denote the cartesian -product set {(x,y) : xeX, yeY}.) 
5 A Theorem: Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdorff spaces, 
and let I and J be positive linear functionals on C (X) and C (Y), 
c c 
respectively. Then for every feC^XxY), 
Ix(J f(x,y)) = J (Ixf(x,y)). 
furthermore, if we define K(f) = I (J f(x,y)) for each feC (X*Y), then 
x y c 
K is an integral on Cc(XxY). 
Proof: Given feC^XxY), let and be compact sets in X and 
Y, respectively, such that f vanishes off x c ^ , and let B ^ and B ^ be 
bounds for the integrals I and J on and , respectively. Given 
e > 0, there is a function of the form 
n 
k(x,y) = I g (x) h (y), g eL (X), h.eL (Y) 
i=l 1 2 
such that ||f-k|| < e for, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, the algebra 
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of such functions k is dense in L_ _ . (See, for example, Loomis [ 3 ] , 
C l C2 
page 9.) Then 
J f(x,y) - I J(h.)g.(x)| = |J f(x,y) - J ( I h.(y)g.(x))| 
J i=l y y i=l 
= |jy(f(x,y) - k(x,y))| 
< J • f-k 
< B 2 e . 
This shows that J f(x,y) is the uniform limit of a sequence of continu­
ous functions of x. Hence J^f(x,y) is a continuous function of x. 
Furthermore, 
n n 
I J f(x,y) - I Kg )J(h )| = 11 J f (x,y) - I I J(h )g (x) 
x y
 i = 1 l l x y x i = 1 i 
= 11 (J f(x,y) - I J(h.)g (x))| 
x y
 i = 1 
n 
< ||l|| • ||J f(x,y) - I J(hi)gi(x! 
y
 i=l 
< B 1 B 2 e 
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The same thing can be done when the integrals are applied in the 
reverse order. That is, 
n 
J I f(x,y) - I I(gi)J(hi)| < B 1 B 2e 
i=l 
Hence 
n n 
u f - j i fi = i u f - y K g . ) j(h.) + y Kg.)j(h.) - J i fi 
x y y x 1 1 x y 6i I , L n 6i I y x 1 J
 i=l i=l J 
n n 
< Ii J f - y I(g.)J(h.)| + |J I f - y I(g.)J(h.)| 
x y 6i I 1 1 y x 6i I 1 i=l i=l 
< 2 B lB 2 c. 
xiuc this holds for any e > 0. Consequently 
I J f = J I f. 
x y y x 
Now, tor K(f) - I^ J f, we note that the linearity and positivity 
of K are consequences of those properties for I and J: 
K(af+3g) = IxJy(af+3g) = Ix(aJyf+3Jyg) 
= al J f + 31 J g 
x y x y 
= aK(f) + 3K(g). 
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If f > 0, then Jy(f) > 0, and thus Ix[Jy(f)] > 0. That is, K(f) > 0 . 
This shows that K is a positive linear functional on C^CXxY) where X x Y 
is a locally compact Hausdorff space. By Theorem 5.3, K is an integral. 
This completes the proof. 
5.5 Theorem. (Fubini Theorem): Let X and Y be locally compact 
Hausdorff spaces. Let K, I, and J be as in the preceding theorem. 
(Recall that K(f) = I J f(x,y) for each feC ( X x Y ) . ) Since K is an 
x y ' J c 
integral, we now assume K extended by the process presented in this 
thesis. If fe£ + ( X x Y ) , then 
(i) f(x,yQ)eB+(X) as a function of x for each fixed v Q £ Y J and 
I^f(x,y)eB+(Y) as a function of y; 
(ii) K(f) = J I f(x,y). 
y x 
Proof: Let F denote the class of functions in B + ( X x Y ) for which 
(i) and (ii) hold. By Theorem 5.4, F includes C*(XxY) = L + ( X x Y ) . We 
now show that F is L-monotone. Let {f I be a sequence of L-bounded 
n 
functions in F such that f tf. Clearly fe£ + (XxY) since S + ( X x Y ) is a 
monotone class. Also, for any fixed y«eY, f (x,y n)eB +(X) for each 
0 n 0 
positive integer n. Since S + ( X ) is a monotone class, we conclude that 
f(x,y )eB + (X) . Since I f (x,y)eS+(Y) for each positive integer n and 
u x n 
since I f^(x,y) > 0 •> -00, Theorem 2.19(b) guarantees that I f (x,y) + 
X J- X xi 
I f(x,y). Since B+(Y 
x J 
I f(x,y)eS+(Y). Also 
9 ) is a monotone class, it is true that 
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K(f) = lim K(f ) = lim J (I f ) 
n y x n 
= J (I lim f ) y x rr 
n-x50 
by repeated application of Theorem 2.19(b). This shows that fzF. 
Similarly, if {f n) is a monotone decreasing sequence of L-bounded func­
tions in F and f +f, then fzF. We conclude, then, that F is L-monotone. 
n 9 9 
We have shown that F is an L-monotone class which inc ludes L ( X * Y ) = 
As an immediate consequence of the Fubini theorem, note that for 
any f e - B ( X x Y ) , it is true that | f | e B + ( X x Y ) , and consequently the double 
integral of |f| agrees with the iterated integrals (both orders). If 
these common values die finite, then the two iterated integrals of f + 
are finite and equal, as are those of f . Therefore 
C ^ ( X * Y ) . By Theorem 2.13 B + ( X x Y ) C F . But F was defined so that 
F C B + ( X * Y ) . Hence F = B + ( X * Y ) , and the proof is complete. 
I J f - J I f l = |IJ (f+-f ) - J I (f+-f ) 
x y y x 1 ' x y y x 
I J f + -
x y J I f
+
 + J I f' y x y x 
= 0. 
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Hence I J f = J I f, whenever feB(XxY) and I J (If I ) < +00. In other 
x y y x ' x y 1 1 
words, "the order of integration may be reversed" for a function 
feB(XxY) whenever one of the iterated integrals of |f| is finite. (Of 
course, if feB+(XxY), then the order of integration may always be 
reversed.) Consider the following examples involving double Riemann 
integrals which are of interest in connection with the Fubini theorem. 
1 1 
5 . 6 Example: Evaluate // sin(x ) dx dy. 
0 y 
The integrand is continuous, and hence is a Baire function. 
2 
Since the integrand is not of constant sign on the triangle in R with 
vertices at (0,0), (1,0), and (1,1), the Fubini theorem cannot be 
applied as stated „ However , 
1 1
 2 1 1 1 / / |sin(x )|dx dy < / J 1 dx dy = y < +». 
0 y 0 y 
Thus the integrand is summable, and hence the preceding remarks apply 
to justify a change in the order of integration. Therefore 
r V 2 r V 2 r 1 . 2 / J sin(x )dx dy = J J sin(x )dy dx = j x sin(x )dx 
0 y 0 0 0 
,-il t 2 \ cos(x ) 
2
 -0 
j (1-cosl). 
1 1 2 2 
5.7 Example: J / X " % dx dy 
0 0 (xZ+yZ) 
In order to evaluate the iterated integrals, we make use of the 
trigonometric substitution x = y tan6 which yields 
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2 2 2 2 2 f x - y , r y (tan 6-1) 2 . r sec 9-2 
J 7 T 7 2 T 2 " d x = / 4 4 y s e c 9 d e = / — 2 7 
(x +y ) y sec 0 y sec 0 
d0 
= - /(l - 2 c o s 2 0 ) d 0 = - - / cos 20 d0 
y y J 
sinJ0_
 =
 _ sin0 cose
 =
 - x 
2y y
 x2 + y 2 
Thus 
1 2 2 
f x - y , -x 
J o 0 0 d x = - o 
n , 2^ 2 v 2 2 ^ 2 0 (x +y ) x + y 
x=l 
-1 
i + y 2 
x=0 
Therefore 
1 1 2 _ 2 1 
/ [/ — d x ) d y = " ! — = - a r c t a n y 
0 0 (x +y ) 0 1 + y 0 
4 * 
By making the substitution y = x tan6 and proceeding as above, or by 
observing the anti-symmetry of the integrand about the line x = y, one 
easily sees that 
1 1 2 2 
0 0 U +y ) 
We have exhibited a Baire function for which the iterated integrals are 
finite and unequal. Note that the integrand was, and had to be, of 
non-constant sign. In light of the remarks following the Fubini theo­
rem, we conclude that the integrand is not summable in the given 
2 
product space, R . 
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5.8 Example: / / X y
 0 0 dx dy 
-1 -1 (x+yZr 
This example shows t ha t the summabi l i ty o f the i n t e g r a n d i s n o t 
n e c e s s a r y ( o n l y s u f f i c i e n t ) f o r t he e x i s t e n c e o f f i n i t e , e q u a l i t e r a t e d 
i n t e g r a l s . Le t f be d e f i n e d on the square S : | x | < 1, | y | < 1 i n R 
by f(0,0) = 0, and 
f ( * , y ) =
 2
X y
2 2 f o r ( x , y ) * (0,0). 
( x +y ) 
For each f i x e d y , f ( x , y ) i s c o n t i n u o u s as a f u n c t i o n o f x and i s an odd 
f u n c t i o n , and hence 
1 
/ f ( x , y ) d x = 0. 
-1 
S i m i l a r l y 
1 
/ f ( x , y ) d y = 0 
-1 
f o r each f i x e d x . Consequen t l y 
1 1 1 1 
/ ( / f ( x , y ) d x ] d y = 0 = / ( / f ( x , y ) d y ] d x . 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
We show, h o w e v e r , t h a t f i s n o t Lebesgue summable o v e r S, i . e . , t ha t 
1 2 f ^ L 1 ( S ) w i t h r e s p e c t t o Lebesgue measure in R . S i n c e f i s measurable 
( s i n c e f i s c o n t i n u o u s e x c e p t a t the o r i g i n ) , i t s u f f i c e s t o show t h a t 
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the integral of |f| over S is not finite. Let be the unit square 
0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1. The Fubini theorem for non-negative measurable 
functions guarantees that 
1 1 
/ f = / (/. f(x,y)dx)dy. 
S 0 0 
A simple calculation shows that if 0 < y < 1 then 
/1f(x,y)dx = \ + ^ 
0 2(y^+l) Y 
it follows at once that 
1 1 
/ (/ f(x,y)dx)dy = +' 
0 0 
Since 
/ |f| > / f = +», 
S S, 
it follows that f^L1(S). 
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